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Home is here, this place, where assurance is meiosis                                                                    

… Adejumobi Owolabi. 

 

Home is in your heart...the place you find ultimate peace  

…Oghenetega Okaka 

 

...come, sour stream of sweat 
flowing from fiery whorls of flowers 
come lean on these beating barks 
and breath, 
for home is near 
and you are (t)here...  

- Ishola Abdulwasiu Ayodele, "Home"  from 361 Degrees.  

 
 

...standing and facing the doorbell,  
thoughts seize my body and  
i sink into the shrill sound of  
the bell.  
door opens, i hide my fears, ready to  
face destiny...  

- Michael Ifeanyi Akuchie, "Homecoming".  
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Homecoming is a genrebender, gracefully tiptoeing the line between prose and poetry, 

and blending fiction and fantasy with finesse. Homecoming is a sojourn into self, beyond 

the judgement of sight. It is an elevation from the abyss of blurry identities to a zenith 

of light, mystical light.  

 

- ISHOLA ABDULWASIU AYODELE, author, NOCTURNAL.  
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HOMECOMING 

(a narrative reflection) 

 

...all that have crossed the bridges linking the oceans of the world to find a home where they can 

hear their heartbeats louder than their voices...  

...the roots, whence we came, out into the world -- tender buds -- and same roots to which we are 

returning, heroes...  

...home, the thatch that never breaks in the scorch of the sun...  

this reflection is for you, wayfarers journeying home, your root, your home: waiting, arms 

widespread 

and for those who have lived through this -- friends and families across the world.  
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HOMECOMING – OPENING 
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1 

 

...I had crept into this world, munched in a skin I thought was  

The slipping peel of cocoyam: 

a spill of light in the dark, a patch of pink and milk in the light, a pair of hazel eyes whose seas 

worlds drowned with their victories and failures.  

It was Father who first voiced the identity -- 

An albino,  

A returning arc in his ancestry, he said: 

the first man had lived and died in his hut, interred with ashes from burnt cigarettes, with the oil 

lamp a departing man may leave for his offspring, 

In case the clouds swallow the stars before he returns; 

The man lived thus, for he was a foe to the sun, and never left his hut  

To till the earth,  

To seize the wrist of a maiden and christen her his,  

And for this, Father was irked: he hated history for taking turns to pay good with evil; 

It was then I realised my skin was nothing but nylon sheets patched and stuffed 

By the old hermit by the river, in the evening he was going to leave this silence;  

And sun and fire would burn nylon, and the rain would drench nylon, and nylon would  

Become the coal it was meant to be!  

 

 

II 

Father taught me how to hate nylon  

Before I was aged enough to make out hate from anger: 
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He called me Son from the sides of his lips, and every stare he gave brought me apart, to shreds, 

and inside me, 

The flame began to burn, red coils drilling into my skin: holes and solidified blood and self-

hatred  

As black as burnt hearts;  

And my brother would not let me share a room with him, for Father said Mother  

Begot me a seedling thrown over seas and drylands whose roots he never could trace, and he 

believed him.  

"If you're my son, how come you are afin? Tell your mother to show you your father! 

She should remember those yellow boys at the wharf she used to smile at. When we were in 

Lagos.  

Go and ask her!" 

Making diskettes of water on my pillow would distort sympathy: 

"I'm telling you the truth and you cry? Okay, continue. When you're done, go and ask your 

mother. 

Or your eleda,  

Your stars." 

I tried to question the stars for leaving me in the dark, but there they were, twinkling in galaxies 

afar -- silent  

And as the silence choked me, the loneliness came with every rustle of winds, every 

breakthrough of the sun survivors called day.  

 

 

III 

I started School the day I bit Mother's nipple and refused to suck when it tasted bitter three hours 

gone 

School poked out fingers the colour of cold coals:  

My eyes were too weak to capture images afar, to unravel the mysteries printed on the 

blackboard, and everyone hated me for standing in their shadows to see better.  

"But we're paying the same school fees! Why should he cover the board and we stretch our necks 

to see?" 
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"Because he can't see the board from his seat. He's afin, can't you see?" 

"But Miss Laide, afternoon have not reached yet!" 

"What do you mean, Dare?" 

"I thought it's only in the afternoon afins don't used to see. Afin kii rinan losan! " 

"I'll ask Headmaster to do something about him soon, don't worry."  

I bore the spikes alone, for Teacher, Miss Laide, was a mass of silhouetted rocks looming in the 

moon,  

Father was a pot of liquid flames; 

Brother, a head living without its soul,  

And Mother jerked when a cockroarch was dashed on the head and it struggled to find a less 

famished path:  

I remembered her telling Father how I was treated in school. He would stare at me and his eyes 

would hold out fingers smeared in blood, and there went the words: 

"What do you want me to do? Was I the one who made him who he is?" 

"You're being unfair!" 

"I'm leaving your food for you since you don't want me to eat!" 

I remembered that night like these memories  

That had attained the lucidity of virgin waters: 

The bulb was eclipsed in oily cobwebs gleaming in the naked stars, and the smells of an Ibadan 

night drew breaths as empty as  

Sights seen from physical phantasms.  

I nurtured the glints from the stars for the silent moments,  

When the sighs of the wind became earsplitting rumbles,  

And when the voice came out --"Mother, can you dye my skin to black?" -- it sounded like 

disembodied whispers underneath the seventh hell.  

Absolute. That was the word  

Defining this silence -- absolute.  

"I can't dye you to any colour. God made you so, the way he wants you." 
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"But they don't like me this way." 

"And if I dye you black, will they like you?" 

Her voice was already on the edge of tears, so I held my answers in my fists, tight,  

And they became balls with thistled arcs, and I let them into my thoughts, and I saw that  

I blended easily when my skin became black, but still,  

Heaven did not sag down to kiss earth off her filth,  

And the sun did not explode into tiny golden balls so that the sky became a paradise the eyes 

could see,  

And the eyes did not smell rotten leaves carpeting wet earth,  

And the mouth did not see the eyes sneak out of their sockets to taste the perfumes of the wet 

earth,  

And the nostrils did not hear what the red ants were whispering underneath the rotten leaves,  

And the ears did not sing the echoes of the ants laced into the rotten leaves; 

I remembered Mother hugging the walls and me trying to keep the memory of his shadow, the 

tall man who was Father  

Hurrying through the door into the world eclipsed in larger shadows.  

I realised that night that I must find myself an identity less muddled,  

That I could come to love and accept at an age I ought to be making stars from Father's shadows.  

 

 
 

IV 

In the hues of Mokola, amid grasshoppers the colour of May, I found I could create my own 

silence,  

In place of the one Ibadan created for me: 

Locked in the tall elephant grasses, I gave my silence an identity and a voice I did not have, and 

might never have; 

I gave my silence a suntan skin and bloodshot eyes, and I made the grasshopper and the elephant 

grasses sigh down its feet,  

To render this silence less absolute. 
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I gave my silence a voice that roared, replying Father with thunderclaps, my classmates with 

whirlwinds  

My silence built itself a mind of its own -- a tougher mental layer I did not have -- and it helped 

me sieve my thoughts thus: 

You Were Created To Be Special. Your Skin Did Not Make You Inferior. You Were Like This 

For A Big Reason, Soon To Unfold.  

But remember this: 

My silence was dark, like Father  

And alternative Reality was conceived.  

 

 

V 

I found I could live on my own, chasing the winds in the fields, and I could come to cherish the 

company of my enclave; 

I found myself in the grasshopper, in the fields over which it leaped;  

In the shard of mirror whose triangular half lay rusted in the refuse;  

In the dog-eared books Uncle Ade came with -- which spoke of castles in the sun and genii in the 

rivers;  

In the pair of toy binoculars I found in the street, when I was kicking up sand and it glid up with 

it -- Father beat me with a metal ruler for picking things like a street child -- 

And these things gave me myself the way I longed to possess it: 

The fields and grasshoppers taught me nature was a dying beauty, and man and all he was 

boastful enough to brag as his were melting away too; 

The mirror showed me more of who and what I really was, what I represented where I was not 

thought about, and how 

Sunburnt my chin was without me feeling it; 

The books sailed me across distant lands, through sand dunes as high as mountains, through 

orchards as beautiful as blooming dawns,  

Through hearts as thick as barks, fires as cold as death, love as sour as darklings, identities as 

muddled as faint pyramids seen in circular silhouettes  
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That I might come to understand that every man bore a thistle in his heart, and he who let his 

bleed was only a toddler seaming toyish dreams;  

The binoculars opened my third eye, that I might see beyond what man imagined,  

Beyond the faces that stretched into passionless smiles.  

 

 
 

VI 

I knew these things would rise one day, and become beasts I could tame no more,  

And I would change too -- I would blossom with the flowers in the rain, and then wilt with them 

when the seasons were dry; 

When the season emptied itself of moist and rot and the land was a carpet of tawny leaves, the 

grasshopper would climb with me to the sky, and  

I would find God -- my brilliant maker,  

Wrapped in a diamond robe, in a golden crown, rested on a throne laid on clouds and linings;  

Coiled around a falling twig, holding thorns of fires to his chest;  

Standing still like a statue in a desert, with the expense of good and bad spread low around him 

in earth-coloured loam;  

Leaning against the thrashing ripples of storms, mouth agape, fingers knotted behind, and toes 

tipped upon troubled waves -- 

And out of a million questions I had found no answer to, I would ask him  

Why he had made me albino,  

And God would smile and ask what I had in my left hand, and I would raise the mirror, and he 

would beseech me to look into it; 

And the mirror would remind me how beautiful a creation I was, and when I got on my knees to 

seek God's forgiveness, he would hold me up and ask me never to stop asking,  

But then, the questions would be lost in his glory, antitheses of broken souls and uplifted spirits.  
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VII 

I was over my first decade now, and had unearthed more truths sealed in underground caves --  

Of all the fragments that made up my identity, I had found the books closest to my heart: 

The fields would die away when the harmattan came,  

And the grasshopper would die with the fields too, and  

When the wind danced in circles, the mirror would fall from the nail on the wall and shatter to 

pieces and then to dust,  

And the binoculars too; 

But the books -- although they would wear, the pictures would settle in my head, until they were 

ripe enough to be harvested by their Realities  

And the Realities would come and go, then harvest me a man who had ripped himself of his skin 

and stepped into a world he used to admire from afar as a toddler,  

A toddler who 

Painted picturesque of a yellow midday without the lashes of the sun,  

Painted burgundy sunsets without their shadows,  

Mountains blue without life, without the steeps that made ascension a dream,  

A sea without her waves, without raving tornadoes, robbing reveries of their roots and hoots 

A man smiling on the lips and not possessing a heart at all, making it difficult to know if that 

heart bled maroon or indigo.  

 

 

VIII 

The world I stepped into would be bigger, bigger than the colours and crackles and petrichors the 

binoculars could only capture,  

Yet I would be amazed, for I would realise how little I was among all these sands and the tales 

they told 

Only then would I start understanding the complexities in the single path all men trailed,  

Complexities these men were either oblivious of or merely shrugged off, as they made more 

grotesque jest of their existence.  
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IX 

A cloud of dreams and aspirations filled my windowpanes as I drove through the paths of books, 

wildly 

And these dreams made afternoons too short for chatters and nights too long for meditations  

Childhood dreams were queer magic, could spread out along the branches of the umbrella tree, 

or the rings around a soggy log and still attain same shape  

My first dream was to become a pilot, like the African I read who flew across London and Paris, 

but when I shared it in class, Miss Umaru guffawed: 

"People who have good eyes are even scared of becoming pilots. You better go and look for a 

job that won't bring you closer to your death!" 

Her blackboard held more cutting tales  

Of albino pilots who flew without passengers, whose eyes were destined not to see futures 

sculpted in clouds 

So the dream died, and the silence rose again, gained prominence over the binoculars and the 

books,  

But this time, it had lost its mind,  

Only that  

The grasshopper flew in it, slimy and slippery silence,  

Until another dream peeked out five months after the interment of the first -- 

I wanted to create stories too: 

I sought a world high above, distinct from the filth upon which I stood, a firm globe leaning 

against pillars, floating right  

In the dark deep, unadulterated  

By blares from heartbroken vans,  

By the cries of rickety infants,  

By the interference of fate upon everything that breathed and died,  

By the dominance and fusion of Good and Evil, and man's labyrinthine crimes of setting the two 

apart,  
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By drooping petals, rotten tubers, unhabitated castles, frozen streamlets, sour dewdrops, and 

other hyperbolic ironies of Perfection  

I burned to sail to this world each time the silence here bored me,  

With nothing but a book and my binoculars and a heart that yearned,  

And sit there, on a rock amid the blue sea, reading worlds and men, imagining how infinite this 

space was  

Then I would go back to the world  

Of men, and find my companions -- the grasshopper, the mirror, the grasses -- and say to them, 

let's fill this void with beings  

Perfect and spotless: 

Drums throbbing from a whiplash-shaped crack in the earth,  

Paino keys echoing in void, hitting winds and falling back,  

Laughter bursting out beautifully like stigmas through buds  

Petrichors perfuming the loam while intermittent raindrops still twittered on cocoyam leaves.  

 

 

X 

Together we would fill this world, and make men and women just the way I wanted,   

Albinos  

Whose toenails brushed against an eye of the sun,  

Albinos who dreamt and felt no inferior to possess those dreams,  

Who yearned and felt no restrained  

To seek,  

Who opened doors to a supernova of opportunities, unexplored,  

Who felt pains and felt confident enough to talk about them  

And the world was perfect, unbroken, and it became my home,  

Away from Father and Brother,  

But it crumbled the day I shared it  
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My brother told Father he would become a doctor in the future and Father hugged him,  

Glanced at the sky and thanked God for the gift of a son  

I told Father my dreams were not Big and Beautiful.  

I only wanted to be left alone, living in a world someplace above earth's ruins, and I hung my 

head when he asked where such imagination thrived 

"This afin thing affected your thinking too. I didn't say brain, before you carry my matter to your 

mother -- 

I said thinking." 

Father foresaw the paths my tears would take and said,  

In a euphemism of fatherly love,  

The world I dreamt was a fantasy: 

Some people had to be elephants, trampling upon ants.  

A man had to dash his brother in the abdomen.  

A youth had to die before understanding what life held out to him.  

An albino had to be shrugged at for coming in a skin that conformed with twilight tangs.  

Life would be colourless with the perfection I yearned -- 

What true boy even yearned peace, when his arms were made to arouse war?  

 

 
 

XI 

Here in Ibadan, each grain of sand told a tale, simple and pleasurable and beautiful: 

The clay was hard by September, and jagged, sharp edges poked shards of loam-coated mirror,  

And they told tales of beginnings shaped from crusts  

In May, the soil was soft like browned limestone, and each foot that went in it left a print of a 

woman without an identity,  

But of tribal marks, and the footprints lasted ages unspelt,  

And they told the story of the woman, giving out every room to doubt its authenticity: 
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The woman lived in a hermitage among the red hills and would count her blessings in every drop 

of rain,  

And her flaws in every grain of dust, and then she died quietly, without no one to record her last 

words  

And when I rose from this reverie, I encircled my head with my hand  

For Mother said it waded off bad dreams implanted in your head by Esu, the inconsiderate reaper, 

and 

Life would continue this way until I found the nerve to smash the binoculars and go to the world  

It could not capture in its entirety,  

But for now, I was still a child who was just reconciling to fact that  

His skin was white and  

His teacher still sent him home for not getting glasses and he kept howling in his head  

That glasses were too artificial, that the binoculars would do more stunning magic 

The woman in my dreams was blind, but in her mind, a thousand sights craved for attention. The 

mind, the window in an otherwise dark room.  

It was because we had been trained to build moats around our eyes against the minds that my 

teacher still felt I needed glasses -- 

I needed a deeper third eye, seeing whatever the ordinary eye was too subjective to agree existed,  

But you did not understand.  

 

 

XII 

Father still asked me to go meet my mother when I sat opposite him in the dining room for 

dinner,  

And Mother still told me not to cry and went out to cry herself  

And I thought she regretted it too, having me pale and blind, but I could not tell so deep  

For I was but a child learning the mindpaths of my silence;  

I still woke some mornings to tell my brother I would not be going to school, and I let him have 

my ration  
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To keep his lips glued as one, and I hurried into my school uniform and we both said goodbye to 

Mother,  

And she beseeched us to read with our eyes and mind and ears,  

For we were the shrouds for her boils and toils when she became silenced by the winds of 

sunsets,  

And I nodded, then I found my way into the grass, to meet my silence, when Brother went to 

school   

I swam in the books and tales of exotic lands until one day, when I would go back home, 

drenched in sweat and silence, ready to birth  

My own Reality.  

 

 

XIII 

 

Then there was a day Father found out -- my teacher, his eyes like two blue eggs placed 

underwater,  

Saw him and asked if I was sick -- and his own eyes were seas of flaming blood when he got 

home,  

And so, at thirteen, I found solace in knowing that an albino's skin does not tear open when you 

flog him with all your angst  

Surfacing like branched, greenish veins along your arms  

I got to school the next day, carrying this in mind,  

That I was normal,  

That I could swagger down this path after assembly and  

Stretch my arm in pride,  

And since strokes never killed normal children, they would never kill me 

But when the prefect's lash fell thrice on my palm, blisters sprouted in their multitudes --  

Little white hills haloed in red rings, thawing at the slightest touch  

And yellow pus spurting, becoming a song in the dark,  

Lapping gently with the drip-drop of the tap in the yard running dry 
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XIV 

Mother went to the boy's house to lay her grievance,  

And was told albinos must be kept away from school if they were too soft to be flogged: 

"They say the boy doesn't even see well. He even closes his eyes when he's walking. Where did 

you even get him from?" 

"None of your business. Just tell your son to stop flogging him like a goat." 

Mother let her tears drown her as she spoke,  

And I felt we had lost the battle already,  

But the tears drowned them too, the woman's voice fading into bubbles, her arms flung out in a 

call for help  

And then, silence, and 

Shock -- 

I would find greater shocks folding up like cobwebs in dark corners and I would hold the tears 

back  

Until I reached into my silence,  

And I would flip to the story page carrying the tale of rivers and fountains and I would let my 

tears  

Draw a polka dot on each word. 

 

 

XV 

My silence was a therapy for a disease I never knew I had: 

The thirst and hunger to create a world free from afflictions,  

From eyes that fed on bats to slide through a tunneled day,  

From bats that turned hawks by day and swooped upon black chicks,  

From black chicks emerging from mists the hues of bloodied seas,  

From bloodied seas filled with bottles containing maps to rotten treasures -- 
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That evening, alone, I peered into the binoculars  

And I saw a man turn to a vulture and pick off the head of a king journeying down his deathhole  

So I wrote all of it down: 

The man was blind and crooked, and a heart-shaped wound sat on his forehead 

So men blessed him  

Until he was blessed enough to  

Transform into a vulture and lead the king to rot before he reached his judgment  

Through the mirror, I saw optimism glowing red in my eyes, and for the first time, I submitted 

my thoughts to an avenue that  

Shelved,  

Moulded,  

Renewed and  

Shared  

Thoughts  

 

 

 

XVI 

The avenue called it many things that defined my wholeness: 

Parable --  

Art of adages and analogy  

Gothicism -- 

Frightful fabrications finessed in fluids  

Idealism -- 

Phrenic photographs of figures and facts  

And the words made a Reality out of my ideas,  

But that evening, my ideas shattered in the silent storm when the avenue returned my thoughts in 

rubbies: 
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"Sorry, we can't publish this at the moment." 

And my dreams showed themselves a pillar which the sun melted to jelly  

And it turned to liquid, filling the deserts of snapdragons; in the morning, it became mist 

And the mist disappeared into the atmosphere and I lost my dreams.  

 

 
 
 

XVII 

I started to write about these dreams  

Hoping they could be resuscitated, but this time as flowers, red as twilight: 

I wrote about a world where melanin and chlorophyll had turned vapour and the globe and all 

therein were an endless white; 

And there were no colours and strata and gods and ideologies to set one man against another  

So man's fight was to cultivate more love for the unborn, and more peace for silence, and more 

perfume for the flowers  

The avenue called it 

Utopia -- 

A unitary union yanked off yearnings and euphemisms  

But in the evening, the reply came more decorated: 

"There's no thought without a gulley. We hope this finds a more deserving avenue. Blessings." 

My dreams, now flowers, never wilted; they blossomed, as I grew  

And my journey to Realism -- 

The rigours of ripeness reaped when reds were rotten -- 

Kicked up a grain of sand  

So I created a thought and dug a gulley in its middle, and  

I watched it bleed, moan, turn: 

A world of no colour indented by frivolous fantasies, and these fantasies establishing a red and 

painting some red and leaving others white  
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And the avenue called it the most perfect thought it ever had.  

The day my thought reached the sun, I wept my heart to its core.  

 

 
 
 

XVIII 

They drew mountains of this creation,  

But one stood strong, after the trees   

Transformed into balls of wind and swept all others into the lake: 

"You cannot make a writing career out of fallen stars. You cannot echo a dirge when The Dead 

have been risen again -- a red skin bursting through scales, rotten in the dews of dawn." 

School began in September. When the winds were a crisscross of seven goddesses, each coiled 

around the branch of a baobab, spraying powder and grit to discolour the bluest of seas; 

At the hospital, Doctor smiled when the third trial still had me squinting,  

And he held Mummy's arm to his office, while I sat on the veranda and watched life sway past: 

The blossoming of stamens in May, the spurting of pollen in July, and the wilting of snapdragons 

in September.  

I was returning to school with my naked eyes, so Mummy said,  

"None of those lens could help you. We'll have to go to UCH." 

"But must I use glasses? Why can't people understand I have to see better with my eye?" 

"Eye?" 

"The mental eye." 

"I know the things people say about you don't hurt you. But they pain me!" 

If they pained Mother,  

Then they ripped me.  

But the idea of seeing through artificial eyes stank too much of wet logs, and brown rains, and 

everything that was abnormal  

Yet school stood a rigid normalcy.  
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There were times I had to give up my answers to be given the acquiescence to find questions 

through others' eyes -- 

"If you don't tell me the answer to Number One, I won't let you look at my book again for 

Question Number Two!" 

And other times, the rules were jute tied around cushioned irokos, so I just sat staring and gave 

my own definition of hollows out to be marked.  

At the farthest end of my existence, a newer eye was bursting open, bursting -- like a hatch, 

smashing an egg to its most uneven fractions -- 

And soon, this eye would not see but flaunt its own version of truth which, all these years, were 

strewed parts of me that refused to hold together  

 

 
 

XIX 

The eye was Realism, in its most radical radius.  

The books about castles in the sky and golden towers underground crawled outside when it 

rained at night,  

For it was hot and their pages were sticking with heat. The rain herself  

Was a river of flames, and instead of soothing the papers, it burned them to cinders  

And what was left in the morning was a flickering flame, flickering with flat fantastical 

phenomena  

It was the rains that opened the eye to see what I never believed:  

The books were different.  

Instead of castles, there were zigzagged lanes running through houses of types and colours: 

Some were chateaux built on water, with roofs which demurred every ray the sun sent, and you 

would marvel at their magnificence  

Yet when you looked with your eye, rather than your eyes, you would see the wooden pillars 

melting into the water,  

Unknown to the beautiful inhabitants sitting on the rooftops cheering to long lives and longer-

lasting footprints.  

The winds came in wild circles and slit heads open and the brains seeped out in milkish jellies, 

and when the winds stopped,  
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The world rolled back into its silent shell, as if the waters heavens allocated to it had not just 

suffered several ripples.  

Instead of people crouching in harmony, there were albinos treading lone paths, unaware of 

everything but the sounds of their steps.  

Aware of sidesplitters and sunset cities.  

Aware of the tongue of the ozone on skin sucked of melanin, and the pressure to break into  

smaller sturdy things.  

Aware of the buzz in cinemas and the devise of the evil albino.  

Aware of albino girls lying deflowered in Zimbabwean bushes, their pride and dignity bartered 

for the fix of HIV.  

Aware of severed parts of albinos turned gold, fortunes rotting to bring forth springs and purples.  

Aware of witches and wizards and the star-crossed -- if fate ever let stars cross each other 

without leaving a shadow trickling with black blood --  

Who were not so lest the eyes were the soar of a spotless sky, and the pupils darted about like 

world's timed limbs, and the skin remained a white and pink and a blur about each fingernail.  

Reality became a loathed obsession,  

A sheaf stuck on my shoulder I could not sweep off, haunting me about dreams which developed 

legs useful solely for appending gorges.  

A new piece of glass in my binoculars, interpreting the world in crystal colours and lucid 

languages.  

 
 
 

XX 

And those were the years before seedyams became tendrils,  

Before the  half-moon grew into adolescence and threw her treasures to the wind, to dig and 

uproot another moon  

Like she was moons ago, that was,  

Before the bees buzzing over the petals across the compound reached my ears and enchanted me,  

Before I set out to finding out whence such sounds came 

And how connected to my Reality they were.  
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XXI 

Ibadan held me still at first, as I searched for a Reality that better justified my worth among 

worths: 

In the day, the sun threatened to be twice hotter, and I threw a pebble at it, puncturing its golden 

eye,  

And it laughed for it got a million rays; 

At night, Mokola roofs rose to men made of clay, stunted men who wore aso-oke, who beat 

talking drums that reminded me of fire, fury and heated bodies  

And an albino needed nothing but silence, and loneliness, and a mist-wrapped thatch to ward off 

the sun  

But I stamped my feet upon these voices and they were all silent and inanimate again!  

My Reality had to take the tune I assigned it, the tune I had never found enough silence to think 

about, let alone compose.  

Right from childhood, when the grasses and mirror and binoculars spoke a tongue I knew, I had 

always known someday,  

That my life would take a wild whirl, and every convention I had conceived would shatter, after 

which the emptiness left behind would bear the curiosity out of me 

And then I would leave Ibadan to find an alternative Reality, and I would end up meeting with 

the Realities I had learned from the eye I had neglected.  

 

 

XXII 

I left Ibadan the morning Father woke with a migraine, when Mother hit a toenail against a rock  

The bees stung me with their buzzing, red freckles like solidified little bloodstreams upon the 

body of an albino who dared not set out alone save  

With a cap or an umbrella, and the sun burnt at the cusp of her fury, slashing red strips  

Upon my milk skin, and raising boils as hard as maize seeds -- sunburns,  
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They said they sprouted skin cancer in albinos --  

But I was the one who grew weary of my silence, and followed the buzz of bees  

So I must not raise a dust and I never  

For there must be honeycombs where there are bees 

Father held me up to his eyes and I thought he was going to confess how badly he wanted me to 

stay,  

Rather he said I could never fly without the wings of Mother,  

And I laughed a sincere laugh for the first time in my life,  

Nodding,  

And telling him that I would not only fly, but I would return  

A Better Man.  

 

 
 

XXIII 

The world was a river, beautiful glistening tabletop at cool evenings, 

A swirl of angry waves in the wind, cutting lives sprouting yet, and holding  

Its light for lives sagging, emptied of valour and vigour, and all the  

Veracities that gave falsehood a million reasons to thrive  

The world was fire too, gaping, and it cooked food and burnt skins and conjealed blood and 

water.  

It was bigger than my silence,  

However boundless.  

Clearer than my binoculars could ever be.  

When I set my feet on the soils which knew not the taste of my afterbirth, I realised the world 

had three attributes:  

One, it was time itself, and everything it forced to bow at its feet -- outside Ibadan, mornings 

came like a whiplash on the back of an orphan,  

And it left white claws there, too hard to let blood stream;  
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And afternoons stole on you like shadows, void and bland and silent.  

Nights told you you had grown older, and you had not added a single grain to the days counted 

for you to live  

Two, the world was a drunk, with children splattered over the rugs like spilled alcohol,  

And it did not care what happened to you.  

It moved faster even as your life whined itself to a standstill, a ripple at the middle of the road, 

neither going nor leading anywhere, stagnant.  

But when you pulled yourself back to track, the world became sober, and he came in perfumed 

robes and heavenly gaiety to felicitate,  

But you did not ask it to go away; you gave him the reserved stool, made of gold and laid on 

ruby rugs.  

You offered him the best wine, reserved for kings, for the gods of your good destiny.  

You gave the world things you did not give those who were there to count every sweatdrop  

Three, but did life not come still and break off your neck while you were not watching? Did it 

not?  

What was your definition of an apostrophe?  

 

 
 

XXIV 

Lagos held loftier dreams and knew how to suck them too 

To tree stumps, to shoots, then to a piece of land bare, waiting to be bought and sown upon  

The streets spoke a myriad of languages, each possessing pockets of its own, leading to tiny 

caves whence life was made and broken.  

The roads were matrices, running across one another: 

Sometimes over waters, sometimes over sand, sometimes over blood  

But they still ran, and in the morning, when I stood in the middle, I saw life through them: 

A complexity of roads running with vehicles and pedestrians 

Many of who never knew their pasts nor their futures,  

Many more who lived their lives on the loads on their heads, so that unpacking meant death; 
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A few others whose smiles reached down into their hearts, despite the dents,  

Who had taken Lagos for the serpent that it was, and learnt the language of its lull and lot 

I loved the last group of people, albeit every string my Reality pulled: 

Plight was meant to be chewed, not worn like a mask; 

Plight was meant to be spat out after chewing too -- 

Why would a man take his life because of Plight,  

Plight that had its grip on all beings?  

 

 
 

XXV 

Living in Lagos never meant learning the swipes the street signs said,  

Nor mouthing prayers in a phalanx of buses stuck in jams.  

Living in Lagos meant conceiving things that mattered like a broomstick in Ibadan,  

Treading Oshodi with your heart fisted in your palms,  

Ikeja on tiptoe, should the road crack underneath your heavy, muddy boots; 

The world intermixed in a patch at Ojuelegba, yet each man breathed a different air, carried an 

individual world in his head; 

But you were there,  

Watching life slip through antithetic channels at Idumota, in ranging forms, and by night, coming 

in terms with how unchanged you were if you never changed yourself,  

And, at night, watching Ikoyi skies turn red with lights and life, yet feeling no different from 

who you were when time crawled across the fields in Ibadan -- 

Life had to go on still, a thorny rose or a rosy thistle,  

And to make it move with the rhythms I had set,  

I wrote letters to square vacancies I was spherical enough to fit in, toiled streets already sour with 

heated men and fatigued women,  

Looking out for more posts in the questionable of places, and returning to the shadowy echoes I 

called a room,  
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Emptied of fluids and vigour,  

Sunburnt, so that the boils were red and carried pus like yellow polka dots,  

So that they burnt my skin to jelly and oil, and as the dermatologist said,  

Increased the risks of skin cancer, to prove melanin was the sole contender for the ultraviolet; 

I dreamt spiders with cats' claws, tearing the carcass of fluttering vultures,  

And, just before dawn, lions with mosquito limbs, dreaming themselves of a future without 

power and illusions  

 

 
 

XXVI 

In the gloom of my wait, I painted Reality that juxtaposed what I wanted to believe, and my 

thoughts were carried high  

For the piercing tongue they employed, tinting grey jet-black, pink maroon, white navy blue: 

Undergraduates span seashores, and jobs span the cubicle where dreadlocked boys blow nostril-

tingling whiffs and gamble time.  

A man who just comes to buy guguru is shoved into the van, muted.  

The body of another boy lies along Lekki-Epe Expressway, his eyeballs now two rabbit holes 

dug with the hinds, his crotch a sight for the blind.  

Bamidele scalds in the flare, while the ice he'd bought with the money boils in his hip-pocket, the 

money for which he's burning on this file, mouthing the party that must win  

And the candidate holds his breath in the penthouse, to meet the fast strides of his whore.  

Another body is washed up the shore, white as sea pebbles, succulent as soaked bread, swollen 

as the belly of kleptomaniac lawbenders,  

While you still think depression is an attack launched by the co-wife you saw pinching the mud 

stuck to the shoe of your doctor-son.  

And finally, the first wait screeched to a stop. An interview. A patch of silence. Lean bouts of 

assurance.  

Then void.  

Perhaps I was too sure of it, that I would be picked; 
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And if that was the case, then the Realities I painted never found a nest in my subconscious!  

 

 

XVII 

The second trial came to a halt when the bald man, dozing at the oval end of the glass table said,  

"Impressive. But you can't fit in." 

Why?  

Prejudice rooted in the imbalance of melanism and albinism bounced back, yet the big deal was 

race and class and what you saw when you looked into your brother's eye.  

The next man was dark, choking around a bowtie strangling him, and he got the job.  

There were questions splattered all about the next interview,  

Which never carried marks nor falling intonation patterns: 

Could you see the keys on your laptop?  

Could you squeeze through rigid bureaucracies?  

Could you lift that chair alone? Sure you'd not break a bone -- or a skin?  

Your head trembles. Could you manage your mental disorders?  

What if you had to hurry to the branch office in a sunny day? Could you cope?  

Driving experience. You'd never drive -- the truth -- we both knew.  

I broke the stereotype that gave many coward men backbones: 

I went back into the corridor, back to the sea of furrowed faces and unblinking eyes,  

And I let the tears pool the tiles, as the world folded his arms across his breasts and sighed.  

The sky emptied her bosom in the night. The world slept half-sprawling against the wall, 

dreaming possibilities  

And my thoughts were distraught on the sheaves: 

A man meets all the requirements of a job but his potential employers shrug him off because he's 

albino.  

But, on paper, it was a she. A she applying to a school. A she whose curved prints harden the 

sapio employer.  
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A she shown the hinges for not wearing a black skin while coming for the interview.  

 

 

XXVIII 

The days of dreams were drowned.  

Reality raised a rear, reminding me  

Father's words: 

Then it began to matter, high above the birth of day, that possessing a pale shroud among darks  

Was a bone lodging across the throat, and it neither hurt nor healed; 

It just stuck there, unmoving, grinding your grit to grains, and leaving the grains to grow amid 

grass.  

The Reality was ruthless, rod-reaping, rotting, and I had opened my eye to it.  

Books on blue, bridled blaze brought brief breaks,  

And are anecdotes to actual afflictions.  

Grasshoppers grayed at gloom and never grew again.  

The binoculars brought only beams its bearer built, and  

Resisted the rasping roars of Reality.  

The mirror made man in the model man moulded himself, cutting crisps and crisscrosses.  

And again, man was shown to himself a beast who only trod meadows on feet, nothing new.  

This was the Reality I burnt to taste, and after having sour buds forever on my tongue, I thought 

it  

Time to return home to wallow in the emptiness of life until my silence sterned to stormy 

sonances  

And then, death.  

But just as the dream drilled deeper holes, a letter arrived: 

I had got at job at the Ministry of Emotions -- a patch that should lead to the Rebirth of my 

rustling Reality!  
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XXIX 

The Ministry of Emotions was a fantasy,  

For emotions themselves were phenomenal -- a spectrum of behaviours that manifested in 

uneven patterns -- 

And for this reason, workers here judged emotions with the furrows of the forehead, the folds of 

the face, the somatic symmetry of sentiments,  

Therefore misinterpreting it all.  

Here, certification soared above sanity, and degrees over dexterity: 

A man grounded in the psychology of books and theories was handpicked when ten gifted with 

the ability to read the heart were shoved aside.  

Yet the government stated it wanted to give depression the cutting edge of a razor, given why the 

Ministry was birthed: 

In the university, a final year student throws himself from the fifth floor down when his results 

read red.  

Another finds the jute to his ceiling fan a sighing soothe after his project supervisor calls his 

efforts a basket of broken eggs.  

Another woman stops her car on the Third Mainland, leaves her infant fingering the food bottle, 

and dives into the deep blue, bubbles bobbing between her legs.  

The government had figured mass mentality -- spiritual attacks -- fuelled the epidemic fiercer,  

Hence the Ministry, to evaluate emotions and erase evil thoughts and grow good ones.  

Inspirational scribblings graced every cubicle considered an office for patients to read.  

Smiling faces. Moving pictures of red hearts lit by blurry supernovae. Melodies made of 

throbbing strings, giggling drums.  

Still, people left here sadder, but nobody noticed  

Until I told the minister the heart had to be reached if a sincere smile must be carved out of a 

forlorn face.  

But, at the meeting, the minister gave the credit to Cordelia, the dark lady with the glistening 

body of a river fish, and we applauded.  
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I did too. For these things were bound to slide onto my tongue, and I was bound to chew them. 

Like a man -- society tells you.  

The Ministry launched strategies, new as the dew forcing itself into newborn buds in a purple 

dawn: 

The heart was heated instead of the eyes, and for each eye was a heart deep as an abyss, dark as a 

tunnel,  

Inscrutable.  

Why is it that a face crinkled with smiles begets a heart darkened in depression?  

The question quivers in the air, seeking suffice. And that is the problem.  

The day I found something leaning against an answer was the day  

I.  

Thought.  

I.  

Fell.  

In.  

Love.  

 
 

 

XXX 

She was a client suffering from unipolar depression. A young woman with the eyes of calmed 

rivulets, with the grace of a deer, the smell of a garden set on the cusps of midday fantasies.  

She came into our office nursing the rings at her toes, and explained frequent visits to shrines in 

vain.  

There was a voice in her head, audible in the quietude -- the gruff roars of a million wounded 

lions, lined around the rims with smoothness, underwater bubbles -- and visible in the dark -- a 

red form slithering down the wall, vomiting vapour the seeming texture of rocks,  

And the voice dramatised the meaning of her worth, a waterdrop from the sea, among the 

inhabitants of the world; 

Sometimes, when the world had spread its blankets over the moon, the voice suggested ways she 

could cease to exist no more.  
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She turned away at the twitch of her lips. Thick lips, blindingly reddened with liners, bemoaning 

the ecstatic agony of a French kiss.  

She turned away to sob. Cultured. A handkerchief on standby. She did not want to take her life.  

They -- who was they, I could not ask -- all said she had a marine linkage, a bevy of seductive 

demons within, a handful of men bent on planting roses on her tomb.  

It was the African way. But it was not true.  

We sat there, alone, as clocks ticked winds and waves, talking.  

Her eyes became two circles of prison I burnt to be shoved into.  

Her voice became the sole sound I ached to hear before the sun deflowered the dawn.  

Her name was Wunmi, and Wunmi became a roll of smooth words on my tongue, itching 

soothingly, slipping down my gullet, and refusing digestion.  

Her story became my ultimate Reality, the Reality I could proudly call mine.  

And her emotions.  

They spilled on the floors, like water.  

And I could not cup them. So they became my thirst, my hunger, a strip of gold flashing across 

the horizon that I could only stare at.  

And never reach.  

 

 
 

XXXI 

Wunmi visited every Friday and we talked emotions.  

How they made you want to squeeze crystals out of clouds.  

How they made you want to press your pillow against your face and stretch into a painless death.  

I taught her how smiling into the mirror helped a bit. She shrugged.  

"Just try it. Please." 

"Here?" 

"Why not?" 

"What if somebody walks in and thinks Wunmi has finally run mad?" 
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"Oh, come on!" 

She produced a mirror from her bag and my nerves stood in unison as she smiled.  

The milk-coloured teeth peeked out through maroon gums. The lips stretched into a concave 

smile.  

Yes.  

She did it again and again. Then, when her shoulder rubbed against mine, we said the words 

together: 

I'm surrounded by loved ones.  

This is just a transitory phase and I'm going to be fine.  

I must live for my people. They can't get over life without me around. I have to live too for those 

who want me dead. They need to see me, bigger and stronger.  

Nobody is free from afflictions here. Yet everyone smiles.  

She pronounced each word with caution, as though rushing them would hurt them, or hurt her.  

"How does it make you feel?" 

"Better, I guess." 

"Beautiful." 

"Of course I've always known I was beautiful." 

"I mean, the way you feel." 

"Sure. My feelings. Who's Wunmi without her feelings?" 

I wanted to touch her words gently, knead every syllable, smoothen every slight crease.  

But I could not go as far as I wanted because I was albino, and I was sure that the last thing 

Wunmi wanted was an albino lover.  

I was sure because it was what Cordelia implied: 

"I'm sorry, but do you even  have a girlfriend?" 

She never clung for an answer, for she could guess.  

The answer was this: 

Every girl thought dating an albino threw her out of class.  

Like, how could you introduce him to your friends at a party?  
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What do you do to the boils and open sores and the wrinkled skin?  

Then there was the ultimate dread hovering in the sky: 

At Onikan, a lady once advised me not to marry a fair girl.  

Why?  

"So you don't give birth to an albino child like you!" 

"Ma'am, you're so funny. What if I'd really like an albino child?" 

"You won't. You know that within you. You're just pretending." 

Wunmi could have same question wandering her mind: What if it leads to marriage and I have an 

albino child?  

I chuckled because it was funny,  

But it was a searing truth.  

 

 

XXXII 

I assigned Wunmi to Anabel next Friday.  

Anabel was a woman like her. More talkative and sociable.  

I offered to clean the inner consultation rooms every Friday for free.  

Throughout the session with Anabel, I crouched in the adjoining room, listening for the soothing 

voice I knew I would never hear.  

For the footfalls down the hall, stopping before this door.  

For a knock.  

For the sound: Open. It's me, Wunmi.  

My dreams were brief and concise, set in her mind.  

Wunmi's mind was a rectangle of soggy walls, each covered with damp moving pictures of me.  

In each picture, I was talking to the hollow about how to battle depression, but I could not do it 

well  

Because I was depressed myself.  

I ran up and down the length of the rectangle, looking for an exit, and I found not a crack.  
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I touched the walls and they crumbled. The pictures kept talking. This time, drowsily.  

There was the world outside me now, routes to escape, but then I realised this was where I 

wanted to be.  

In Wunmi's mind.  

Bothering a little if this mind was true or otherwise.  

Gulping the air here every Friday until I decided to create another Reality from its scratch.  

 

 
 

XXXIII 

The last three stories I wrote were sent back for hanging between two half-built Realities: 

After the Third World War, around 2100, a man finds an elixir that surfaces once in a century 

and accidentally drops it into the Atlantic.  

At death, a serial killer is reincarnated in the body of a piglet instead of being shoved down to 

hell, and he must learn to live out his sins or be reincarnated in the body of a tornado.  

Kingsley strives to find a God that accepts his own version of Cosmic Truth, and that means he 

has to rebel against the Theocracy and end up butchered.  

I was drained with the Reality of Facts Lagos taught me. I was weary of truth in its most savage 

form. And the impossibility of certain facts; 

I wanted a Reality that helped you find a way and taught you how inexperienced you were, using 

the way to open other ways   

A master key that refused to open doors because you did not realise it was a master key.  

But I could not do that in Lagos. Lagos did not offer you a solution; it wanted you to go 

searching for it.  

I needed the silence only the elephant grasses could hold out.  

I needed to bring forth the memories of childhood, and I could only do so at home.  

I had seen life slip into fantasies, and dreams leap onto the boards of Reality.  

I had lost the memory of what Mother looked like, how Father talked like, how rough my brother 

had been.  

It was night and the moon was a child's toothprint on a loaf. The skyscrapers towered in 

silhouettes against the sky. Bells chimed in the distance.  
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I brought my box of books and clothes out and emptied it. I had come to this city with just the 

box and few clothes which had now turned rags.  

It was with the box and rags I was returning home. Nothing else.  

I lined the books in a circle and set the flames on them. And the clothes too.  

By the candlelight, I wrote a long letter addressed to myself: 

About how success was not measured by material acquisitions.  

About how the world was only unfair to those who had rejected themselves.  

About how pain and sorrows justified being human.  

About how true happiness was never dependent on anything save its carrier.  

About my imagined picture of home, of Mokola.  

About how these lessons had made me prouder and stronger.  

I went to bed with these dreams, and I hoped they kept burning in the morning.  

 

 
 

XXXIV 

Anabel and Wunmi woke me.  

The morning was filled with birdsong and swaying trees. My dreams of home burned through 

each sound.  

Wunmi's eyes spoke languages I would never understand. Calm yet hurting. 

"Anabel showed me here." 

Those lips still pulled the veins around my crotch to tautness. And so was the voice.  

"I want to know why you no longer want to see me." 

Thoughts flickered in my head. Fluttering. It was impossible catching one and converting it to a 

word.  

"I've realised you're the only one that can truly make me happy." 

Anabel had disappeared. The walls had too. I felt my body peeling away, flinging its parts out 

through an imaginary window.  
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Wunmi was standing before a body that was not inside itself. Her dress was billowing in the 

wind.  

"I love you. Please don't doubt me." 

"But I don't. I'm sorry." 

"Your eyes. They are very quick at giving you away." 

"These eyes are here to mislead you. Have you ever seen through my eye?" 

"What's the difference?" 

"Close your eyes and describe what you see." 

"With my eyes closed?!" 

"Go ahead."  

"Nothing. Void. What did you expect?" 

"I expected you to see me." 

"Don't be difficult!" 

I went into the inner chambers and slit my eyes open. The tears came forth in thick torrents, 

filling the floor, rising up my neck, becoming a river.  

And in this river, I swam until Lagos disappeared in a cloud, and the harsh smells of Ibadan 

flirted with the hair in my nostrils.  

I had come home.  

After trails of travails and tills of treasures, I had come home.  

After years of yearning for eulogies which never yielded, I had come home.  

 

 
 

XXXV 

It had been an unbroken string of seasons since I left my silence 

And the purrs of matchstick beggars had deafened me,  

And sunrays had scorched my skin,  

And life had rolled on its spiky side and held me still in horror and thrill,  

And my skin had taught me how to shape facts thinking about it,  
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And love had found and shaped me a pyramid of ideas,  

And I had come to value the silence I left in the fields of Mokola,  

And, ultimately, I had learnt to live with myself rather than with what the world thought I ought 

to live with.  

 

 
 

XXXVI 

Mokola was now a labyrinth of roads and signs scribbled in the tongue of the spirits; 

The houses whose red roofs drew birds from treetops were bleached silver, glinting with sunlight,  

The fields and grasshoppers were now hedges and flowers and calm seas, and now called loud to 

foreign butterflies; 

The people I left here now shook their heads when I said my name, and some shrugged and 

pushed the doors to my face -- 

No we don't know your agbole --  

And the loaves I bought slipped through my hands and melted into grain, the colour of wet clay; 

My brother knew me no more -- he was old and blind now, and a hill with jagged sides sat on his 

back --  

He threw his stick and said his only brother died years ago, because the Great Wars of Worlds 

was fought, and every soul on the road returned but he 

So I turned away because he could not see that my skin had not changed, and I could not stand 

telling him so 

 

 
 

XXXVII 

Father was drinking in the visitor's room when I entered. A jagged halo housing the physics of 

his life sat around his head. And when he turned, it snapped, lodged sideways, and balanced 

itself again  

But he could not see it, for ordinary men did not see very far, as they relied only on their eyes 

and shut the eye out.  
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Our embrace left time paused, mouth agape, and it flung past us without being noticed. It was the 

only time the man who bore me wept: 

Each teardrop was a liquid flame flowing upwards, burning parts of the halo one by one until all 

left  

Was a balding head, and a ripple of reflections whence worlds would weave their own Realities.  

And I did not shed a tear when I crouched over Mother's resting place. The death of our loved 

ones happened to show us a new perspective to alternative Reality: 

The Eye.  

Death helped us value memories, so much we stored them and nurtured them and watched them 

slip again into Reality.  

Mother was only physically gone. I was sure if I peered harder, with my eye, I would always see 

her,  

Screaming as you smashed a cockroach.  

Folding her wraps while humming a hunter's tune and putting them away in a box.  

Knocking on the prefect's door to warn him against touching me next time.  

 

 
 

 

XXXVIII 

I saw her in the eyes of the kids I gathered to form a foundation 

Where the one society held a rod against would be embraced,  

Where the doubtful and disillusioned would find living answers,  

Where he who had echoed in space for centuries would be listened to,  

Where the different would be made at peace living with his difference 

And we called it  

HOMECOMING!  

You had to come home to yourself, to embrace who you were -- the part of you that had toiled in 

the dark for too long, that craved for a nod, an applause, the part of you that  

Defined every iota of your existence.  
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Billowing banners.  

They had it all -- HOMECOMING! printed -- "You had to come home to yourself to wind your 

dreams out into the Reality you could tame. 

You had to embrace this body, this physical entity you called self, and live through it.  

You had to slip off this wobbling skin the society had wrapped around you, for the society only 

knew how perfectly it fitted you, not how uneasy it made you feel.  

You had to let yourself matter this once, and forever, and ignore anything else -- 

No matter how grave and close -- 

That did not think it was time you began to matter.  

And when you had done all these, then you had come home  

To yourself  

And all that would be left would be the celebration of self by self, 

And the internal peace and fulfilment you had spent seven lifetimes searching in the abyss would 

finally settle upon you." 

 

 
 

XXXIX 

I helped wanderers come home  

But I never really did myself,  

Though I had hugged my skin and buried my nostrils in its breath, ran my tongue along its lines 

of sweat, 

Until I returned to Lagos in the break of the night  

For Wunmi.  

When I closed my eyes, my eye projected her on the body of a river as clear as glass, still as 

silence 

And she was wearing my shirt, the striped one with a big collar and mustard-seed buttons  

Which I had left to burn at the yard  

And Wunmi was smiling into space, her hands unfurling dreadlocks of winds; 
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And moving her lips to a calculated rhythm -- singing, I could guess -- but her words were 

drowned in the wind  

The trees behind her swayed to her breath, in dreamy motions  

Then night, and the stars turned gold to herald her presence  

It was with this night I came and when I took her hand, everything else stilled.  

Lagos was an orchard surrounded by the Atlantic, and a kaleidoscope of colours, and  

In the orchard were buds dripping of lavender dewdrops, bursting into petals as it dawned purple, 

sending stigmas reaching to an ashen-milk sky,  

Filling the world with the smells of heaven and her bliss  

With this smell, we took the form of the wind and we were no more to be perceived physically  

But mentally  

And the world Father thought impossible came to being.  

 

 
 
 

XXXX 

This was the world I longed to create from childhood. Beauties better conceived in the mind, 

perceived thereof;  

The mind saw essence instead of colours and sizes and shapes and races and deformities and 

religions and the different stripes holding these things apart.  

The mind saw love surviving without tiers to fleshy strings,  

Like what Wunmi and I had become: wind.  

The mind saw itself as the most Realistic version of home,  

Home whose definition exceeded marble floors and golden pillars and  

Sillvery roofs and tinted windows and a penthouse that traded heights with heavens.  

The mind saw things from the perspective of God,  

Forgiving without faulting.  

I knew this, as I stared in the distance -- I knew this looking at the crowd before me, as  
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They transformed into a big ball of breeze, which would in turn  

Blew away all the paths going parallel, drawing bounds and carving identities -- 

Holding people who had toiled in alien lands for years and had finally come home to themselves.  

This was the world, a mental picture strong enough to overflow the banks of memory,  

And become a being itself,  

All encapsulated on the banner upon which  

We had a smiling picture of Mother in the centre, raising her left arm, and her left thumb -- 

difference among fingers -- and surrounding her was everything unusual: 

Maroon stars.  

Loam-coloured moons.  

Blue elephant grasses.  

Orange-ripe grasshoppers,  

The beauties of being unusual,  

A Reality the society had spent centuries trying to keep tamed, imprisoned,  

With which...  
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HOMECOMING: CLOSING 
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...acknowledgements are the most difficult things to write in a book. When it gets to this stage, I'd 

just pull back and find earthly reasons why I think they're not important.  

...yet they are.  

...it's just that, you run out of ink and paper writing them, because so many beautiful souls in 

your life -- from family and friends and admirers aloof to the stranger who guided you to the Ifon 

central motorpark where you'd get a cab to Benin City and even paid your transport fare -- keep 

giving you millions of reasons to live each day, and what's the beauty of it if you don't include, or 

try to include, these souls?  

...nothing. No beauty at all.  

...so, I'll try.  

...let me thank family for providing raw materials for this reflection consciously and 

unconsciously, deliberately and accidentally. My mum, Lawrie. My grannie, the one who 

inspires me at all time, Narbat. My darlings, Val, Promise, Oladunjoye, Jumoke, Bola, and all 

the Halim children. Precious for the cups of cold water. Amanda for the shrugs. Big brother 

Dennis for the long hugs. Aunty Mabel for wondering if albinism was worth all the write. Aunty 

Zainab for the books, especially Homer's and Dante's. And my dad, for the marvels at how deep I 

have grown.  

...friends and soul mates who have seen fragments of me the way I never could. Ayodele, for 

everything, for the gift of Idoani. Ifeanyi for the red love emoticons, for the inspirational statuses. 

Bolaji for the pats, support. Chidiebere for believing. Aremu for the thumbs-up. John Abah for 

the fires. Esprit for the high hopes. Omoye, Femi, Mac Henry, Akpa, Dhee, Rasheed, Truth, 

Uncle Hope, Sammy, Mr Emmanuel, Mojisola for being this strong enough to strengthen me. Mr 

Olu Ajibade for the analysis. Kamsy for the long WhatsApp messages and arguments. Sade for 

the love, the true one. Michael Ace for talking publication, for providing the stepping stone. 

Albinos all over the world whose stories largely inspired this, especially Mr Eboh, Joy, and 

others at the Foundation. And Daddy Jero (how can I forget you?), who once told me I had to 

get this story out, even though I felt then that it wasn't necessary, that the whole thing sounded 

like an albino crying for help.  

...numerous guys I might not have mentioned because of what they are -- numerous, but 

blindingly colourful -- who have contributed to making my continuous existence here a 

possibility.  

...i love you all. And I pray the Universe feeds you with peace, joy and success in all folds.  

...thank you all, eseun pupo.  
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